Where we are

**Via d’Azeglio**
Unity of Classics, Unity of Philosophy, Unity of Italian Studies and Unity of History

**Viale San Michele**
Unity of Languages
Borgo Carissimi
Unity of Education and Unity of Psychology and Social Sciences

Plesso della Pilotta
Unity of Arts, Music, Cinema and Theatre
Via Cavour
Another complex of the Unity of Arts, Music, Cinema and Theatre

Musicology, Piazzale San Francesco – Casa della Musica
Only Musical Studies
What you can study in the Department of Humanities, Social Sciences and Cultural Industries

**CAREER ORIENTED DEGREE**
3 anni

- Interpreter in italian sign language and italian tactile sign language

**DEGREE COURSE**
3 anni

- Artistic, library’s and performing arts heritage
- Communication and contemporary media for creative industries
- Educational sciences
- Humanities
- Modern foreign languages and civilisations
- Philosophical studies

**SECOND CYCLE DEGREE COURSE**
2 anni

- Classical and modern philology and literature
- Design and coordination of educational services
- History and critic of arts and performance
- Journalism, editorial culture, environmental and multimedia communication
- Language sciences and cultural studies for special needs - in english
- Languages, cultures, communication
- Philosophy
- Social and clinical applied psychology
Classes will be held in presence and didactic materials will be available on the digital platform **Elly**

[https://elly2023.dusic.unipr.it/](https://elly2023.dusic.unipr.it/)
The Italian language courses are free of charge. They are organised in:

- **Intensive courses** (all levels), beginning in September (1st semester) and February (2nd semester); - of the duration of 4 weeks
- **Extensive courses** (all levels), beginning in October (1st semester) and March (2nd semester); - of the duration of 8 weeks
- **Self-study course** (level III), completely online (only 2nd semester).

The registration to the courses is mandatory. The enrollment procedures are published on the above web page approximately 3 weeks before the start of the courses.

**IMPORTANT**! In order to receive ECTS, the Italian language exams must be approved in your Learning Agreement

For further information, contact:
- Dr. Maria Chiara Aielli - mariachiara.aielli@unipr.it
- Dr. Giorgia Bassani - giorgia.bassani@unipr.it
- Dr. Giulia Costa - giulia.costa@unipr.it
- Dr. Andrea Ghirarduzzi – andrea.ghirarduzzi@unipr.it
UNIVERSITY DEGREE COURSES AND COURSE UNITS TAUGHT IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE:

https://www.unipr.it/en/corsi-lingua-inglese
Departmental Committee for International Mobility

Erasmus Responsible Persons and Tutors

https://dusic.unipr.it/en/services/international-relations
Course timetable
Web agenda

https://dusic.unipr.it/en/teaching/timetable-didactic-activities